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Editorial
Information overloads and barrages researchers. How are we 

to face this deluge? Social media may help [1] but this may lead 
to inaccuracies Smoglia & Kendall [2]. The situation is worse in 
China because some Chinese media use “translation problems” 
as an excuse so that they avoid the risk of blame. Formatting 
alone Moore [3] is trivial for non-native English readers and 
writers compared with bilingual editing for high-profile journals 
in English. In our view, we need journals in English plus the 
local language (bilingual). Our casual survey hints that some 
Editors-in-Chief agree that journals could shoulder the burden 
of providing high-quality bilingual editing. This is feasible if one 
considers the costs of translation programs and the additional 
publication fees they may incur. Japan’s bilingual journals may 
have contributed to their harvest of more Nobel laureates than 
any other Asian nation. We wonder if bilingual research might 
occasionally provide more inspiration for China and non-English 
speaking countries as well. 

Another publication issue hampers Chinese research. 
Although joint first authorship (and co-correspondence) have 
promoted collaboration and expanded research networks. 
However, most institutes in China only credit publications using  

 
the “first affiliation” rule. If co-corresponding authors are from 
the same institution, both are credited; however if they are 
from different institutions, domestic correspondence receives 
full credit via the “first affiliation” rule. This policy turns some 
potential collaborators into competitors, weakening motivation 
for collaboration. Fortunately, many institutions abroad are 
less enamored of the “first affiliation” rule and international 
collaboration takes place. Further more, as publication numbers 
matter, which pressures researchers to write many trivial papers 
rather than a few good ones, it could be very helpful if the journals 
indicate which affiliations “contributed equally”, especially when 
multiple institutes are involved. Alongside bilingual publications, 
this would enhance collaboration within the Chinese community, 
allowing it to flourish. Maybe this is meaningful for academics in 
other countries.
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